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A formal proof of the Ramanujan hypothesis [l] is studied, and the 
difficulties in the way of a rigorous argument [2] are discussed. An estimate 
of the coefficients of modular forms is obtained which falls short of the 
Ramanujan hypothesis. 
The formal proof depends on a decomposition of products of representa- 
tions of the Hecke algebra. The Hecke algebra is the set of functions f(n) 
of a positive integral variable n such that 
where d(n) is the number of divisors of n. The convolution h = f * g of two 
elements f and g of the algebra is the function h(n) of positive integral n such 
that 
c f Wlk2) &) 
r=l k1s.n 
for every n. The function h so defined belongs to the algebra, and 
[I h 11 < 11 f 11 I\g /j . Convolution is commutative and associative. For each 
positive integer Y, let 6, be the delta function defined by S,(n) = 1 when 
n = r and S,(n) = 0 otherwise. Then 6, is a unit in the algebra, and the 
finite linear combinations of delta functions are dense in the algebra. 
A character x of the Hecke algebra is a function x(n) of positive integral n 
such that x(1) = 1, such that -2 < x(p) < 2 for every prime p, and such 
that the identitv 
x(r) x(n) = C xWk2) 
holds for all positive integers r and n. If x is a character, then the identity 
x(m) = x(r) x(n) holds when r and n are relatively prime. If p is a prime, 
there exists a corresponding real number 0 such that the identity 
x(p”) = sin(n0 + e)/s.in(e) 
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holds for every positive integer n. A character x is a real valued function which 
satisfies the inequality j x(n)/ < d(n) f or every n. If x is a given character, 
there exists a corresponding homomorphism f -p(x) of the Hecke algebra 
onto the complex numbers defined by 
Every homomorphism of the Hecke algebra onto the complex numbers is of 
this form. There is no non-zero element f of the algebra such that f (x) = 0 
for every character x. 
An element f of the Hecke algebra is said to be non-negative if f”(x) > 0 
for every character x. A function v(n) of positive integral n is said to be 
positive-definitite with respect to the Hecke algebra if v(n)/d(rz) is a bounded 
function of n and if the inequality 
holds for every non-negative element f of the Hecke algebra. The bound of 
v(n)/d(n) is then equal to p’( 1). If y is a positive-definite function, there exists 
a unique Hilbert space 92(q), whose elements are functions f (n) of positive 
integral n, such that 6,. *fbelongs to the space wheneverf belongs to the space 
for every positive integer I, such that the identity 
@, *f, ‘5% = (f, 6, *A%?? 
holds for all elements f and g of the space, such that v belongs to the space, 
such that the identity f (1) = (f, T)~ holds for every element f of the space. 
These properties imply that the inequality 11 h *f II1 < 11 hI/ I/f Ila holds for 
every element f of W if h is a finite linear combination of delta functions. The 
convolution h *f of an arbitrary element h of the Hecke algebra and an 
element f of 92 is defined by continuity. 
Each character x is a positive-definite function. The corresponding space 
S’(x) is one-dimensional. The set of all positive+inite functions v such that 
~(1) = 1 is a convex set which is compact in the topology of pointwise 
convergence. The extreme points of the set are the characters. 
A multiplicative structure for positive-definite functions arises from a 
connection with the theory of group representations which will be evident 
in the application to modular forms. Parameter functions appear in the 
multiplication formula. For each positive integer I, let p(r) be the product of r 
and the numbers 1 + I/p where p ranges in the prime divisors of Y. 
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THEOREM 1. If q~ is a positive-definite function with respect to the Hecke 
algebra, and if v( 1) = 1, then the identity 
n1’W4 = Jln dnP) vWk2) 
holds for a unique parameter function $(n) of positive integral n which is bounded 
by one. 
A trigonometric identity is the key to the multiplication theory. 
THEOREM 2. The identity 
p112 sin(na + a) - p-l12 sin(nol - ,)p1/2 sin($ + j3) - p-li2 sin($ - /3) 
P n/2 sin(a) pn12 sin(p) 
= (pl’2 - p-1’2) [p + p-1 - 2 cos(2a)] [p + p-1 - 2 cos(2@] 
XJ- 
I 
* p1/2 sin(n8 + 0) - p-lj2 sin(n0 - 0) 
pn12 sin(O) 
x [;l/: + p-l/2 - 2 cos(a - p + e)]-1 
sin2(0) 
x [PI’2 + p-l’2 - 2 cos(ol - /3 - fI)]-’ 
x [p1’2 + p-l’2 - 2 cos(a + p + e)]-1 
x [p112 + p-l’2 - 2 cos(a + /3 - @I-’ do 
holds for every non-negative integer n ;f 01 and /3 are real numbers and if p > 1. 
The multiplication theorem follows. 
THEOREM 3. If v+ and v- are positive-definite functions with respect to the 
Hecke algebra, and if #+ and #- are the corresponding parameter functions, then 
there exists a positive-definite function CJI with respect to the Hecke algebra 
whose parameter function # is the product of $+ and $- . 
Examples of representation spaces occur in the theory of modular forms. 
Let r be the set of matrices with integer entries and positive determinant. The 
modular group is the set of elements of r of determinant one. For each 
positive integer r, let r(r) be the subgroup formed by the elements of the 
modular group whose lower left entry is divisible by r. The index of T(r) 
in the modular group is equal to p(r). The signature for the modular group is 
the unique homomorphism of the group onto the twelfth roots of unity 
such that 
1 1 
sgn 0 1 (  = exp( -r/6). 
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The signature of a matrix can be computed [2] from a knowledge of the 
entries of the matrix modulo twelve. The signature extension which is made 
there should be renormalized so that 
-1 0 
w ( ) o 1 =i. 
Two points x and w in the upper half-plane are said to be equivalent with 
respect to r(r) if w = (AZ + B)/(Cz + D) for an element (“, “,) of r(y). 
Two points z and w in the upper half-plane are said to be equivalent with 
respect to the signed group r(r) if the same relationship holds for an element 
(“, i) of T(Y) of signature one. Two points .z and w in the upper half-plane 
are said to be symmetric with respect to the modular group if 
-23 = (Ax + B)/(Cx + D) 
for an element (g “,) f h o t e modular group. The points in the upper half- 
plane which are not self-symmetric with respect to the modular group form 
an open set which is the union of its connected components. A fundamental 
region for the modular group is obtained by piecing together two adjacent 
components. A fundamental region for F(r) is obtained by piecing together 
p(r) fundamental regions for the modular group. A fundamental region for the 
signed group I’(r) is obtained by piecing together six fundamental regions 
for r(r). 
Let /” and Y be real numbers such that v - p is an odd integer. A signed 
modular form of order v is a function F(z), analytic in the upper half-plane, 
such that the identity 
holds for every element (“, g) of th e modular group of signature one. Rules 
have been given [2] for the needed choice of argument in Cz + D when v 
is not an integer. A signed automorphic form of order v with respect to r(r) 
is a function F(Z), analytic in the upper half-plane, which satisfies the same 
identity for every element (“, g) of r(r) of signature one. The automorphic 
form is said to have signature (exponent) p if the identity 
holds for every element (“, “,) of I’(r). The Petersson norm of a signed auto- 
morphic form F(z) of order v with respect to T(Y) is defined by 
27~p(r) (l + v) 11 F(z)lj2 = (4++” jj/ F(.~)l~y”-~ dx dy, 
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where integration is over a fundamental region for the signed group r(r). 
The set B(v; r) of signed automorphic forms of order v with respect to T(Y) 
which have finite Petersson norm is a finite dimensional Hilbert space in the 
Petersson norm. If d is a divisor of twelve, v - d odd, let g(v; d; Y) be the 
span of the elements of 9(v; Y) which have signature p for integers p such that 
the greatest common divisor of p and twelve is equal to d. 
Assume that v is an integer. If d is a given divisor of twelve, the space 
~J(v; d; 1) is contained isometrically in the space g(v; d; Y) for every positive 
integer Y. If r is relatively prime to 12/d, the transformationF(z)+ Y(~+~)/~F(Yz) 
is an isometry of Y(v; d; 1) into 9(v; d; Y). A transformation Jr) in Y(v; d; 1) 
is defined by A(r):F( z -+ G(z) where G(a) is the orthogonal projection of ) 
Y(~+~)/~F(Yz) in 9(v; d; 1). Let w(n) be the unique function of positive integral 
n such that the identity w(m) = W(Y) u(n) h o Id f s or all positive integers Y and 
n, such that w(p) = 1 whenever p is a prime which is congruent to one or two 
modulo four, and such that w(p) = i whenever p is a prime which is congruent 
to three modulo four. The Hecke operator d(r) in 9(v; d; 1) is defined by 
A(Y) = c aP(r/k2) ,o(r/k2) fl(r/k2). 
k211. 
The operator is self-adjoint. The identity 
A(Y) d(s) = 1 d(rs/kz) 
holds whenever Y and s are relatively prime to 12/d. 
The Hecke operators d(r), where Y is relatively prime to 12/d, form a 
commutative family of self-adjoint operators in 9(v; d; 1). The space admits 
a natural orthonormal basis whose elements are eigenfunctions of the 
operators. The Fourier series expansion of a basic element is of the form 
F(z) = 2 (md/3)*” f(n) exp(?rindz/6) 
T&=1 
where f(1) = 1 and where f(n) = 0 when n is not relatively prime to 12/d. 
When n is relatively prime to 12/d, F( x is an eigenfunction of d(n) for the ) 
eigenvalue n1/2f(n)/w”(n). If p is a prime which is not a divisor of 12/d, there 
exists a corresponding number 0 such that the identity 
f(p”) = sin(n0 + e)/sin(e) 
holds for every positive integer n if d is even or if p is congruent to one or two 
modulo four, and such that the identity 
f(p”) = in sin(n6 + e)/sin(e) 
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holds for every positive integer n if d is odd and p is congruent to three 
modulo four. The Ramanujan hypothesis is the conjecture that ~9 is always a 
real number. When d = 12, the conjecture is that each coefficient function f 
is a character of the Hecke algebra. An equivalent conjecture is that the bound 
of the operator d(r) is at most +d(r) for every Y. 
The main step in the formal proof of the Ramanujan hypothesis consists 
in showing that the product of two modular forms for which the conjecture 
holds is a finite linear combination of modular forms for which the conjecture 
holds. A tensor product construction is used to compute the action of Hecke 
operators on products of modular forms. The group F(Y) turns out to be 
inadequate for this purpose because it is not normal in the modular group. 
Define r(r, r) to be the set of elements of the modular group which are 
congruent modulo r to the identity matrix. Then r(r, r) is a normal subgroup 
of index rp(r) y(r) where C+(Y) is the number of integers modulo r which are 
relatively prime to Y. Fundamental regions and automorphic forms are 
defined for r(r, Y) as for r(r). The Petersson norm of a signed automorphic 
formF(z) of order v with respect to r(r, r) is defined by 
27vk) v(r) II F(z)l12 = (h)l+” j-j I F(z)12 y”-l dx dy, 
where integration is over a fundamental region for the signed group r(r, I). 
The space P(v; r, Y) of signed automorphic forms of order v with respect to 
T(Y, r) which have finite Petersson norm is a finite dimensional Hilbert space 
in the Petersson norm. If d is a given divisor of twelve and if v - d is odd, 
P(v; d, r, Y) is the span of the elements of P(v; Y, r) which have signature p 
for integers p such that the greatest common divisor of p and twelve is equal 
to d. The space 9(v; d; 1) is contained isometrically in the space P(v; d; r, r) 
for every positive integer Y. If Y is relatively prime to 12/d, and if k is a divisor 
of r, then the transformation 
is an isometry of 9(v; d; 1) into B(v; d; Y, r) for every integer h. If F(z) is in 
L?(v; d; 1) and if d(r):F(x) + G(x), then 
If (“, “,) belongs to the modular group, the transformation 
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is an isometry of the space 9’(v; d; r, r) onto itself. 
If P(v+; d+; r, Y) and S(V- , de; r, r) are given spaces, the space 
B(v+; d; r, r) 0 9’(v-; de; r, r) 
is the set of finite linear combinations of function of the form F(z+) G(z-), 
where F(z) is in S(Y +; d+; r, r) and G(z) is in P(v- , d-; r, r). The elements of 
the tensor product space are regarded as functions of two complex variables .a+ 
and a- in the upper half-plane. The norm of the space is defined by 
~2r2f-(r)2 93(rj2 IIF(x+ ,Ol” 
I F(z+ , x-)I” yv,+-‘yy--’ dx, dy+ dx- dy- , 
where SZ(r, r) is a fundamental region for r(r, r). If (“, g) belongs to the 
modular group, the transformation 
F@+ , x-1 - 
1 1 




Cx, + D ’ Cz- + D 1 
is an isometry of the tensor product space onto itself. An element F(z+ , z-) 
of the space is said to be a generalized signed modular form if the identity 
F(x+ ) ‘-1 = (&+ ; D)~+Y+ (Cz- .,’ D)l+“- F 
Ax++B AxfB 
Cx, + D ’ C2.w + D ) 
holds for every element ($ “,) of th e modular group of signature one. Let p 
be an integer, v+ + v- - TV even. The generalized signed modular form is said 
to be of signature (exponent) p if the identity 
1 1 
= (cx, + D)l+“+ (Cz- + D)l+“- sgn 
holds for every element (“, “,) of th e modular group. A generalization of the 
Hecke operator exists for generalized signed modular forms. If d is a divisor 
of twelve which is divisible by the greatest common divisor of d+ and d- , and 
if r is a positive integer which is relatively prime to 12/d, let d(r) be the 
transformation on generalized signed modular forms which takes F(z+ , z-) 
into G(z+ , a-) where 
k 
G@+ ,d = C C 
r(2+v+--v-) /2Wd(r) F rz+/k + 12hjd m-/k + 12hjd 
k/r h=l 
@+u++q$d(k) k ’ 
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The domain of d(r) is the span of the generalized signed modular forms of 
signature p for integers p such that the greatest common divisor of TV and 12 
is equal to d, and the range of d(r) is contained in its domain. If a generalized 
modular formF(z) in the domain of d(r) belongs to 
8(v+; d+; s, s) @ Y(v-; d-; s, s). 
then d(r): F(z) + G(z) where G(x) belongs to 
.qv+; d,; rs, IS) 0 9’(v-; d-; rs, rs). 
Let d(v.+, +, d * v- , d-) be the smallest vector space of generalized signed 
modular forms which contains B(v+; d+; 1) @P(v-; d-; 1) and whose 
intersection with the domain of d(r) is invariant under the action of d(r) 
for every Hecke operator d(r). The space A(v+ , d+; v- , d-) is considered 
in the unique norm such that its intersection with 
B(v+; d+; s, s) @ P(v-; d-; s, s) 
is contained isometrically in 
P(v+; d+; s, s) 0 P(v-; d-; s, s) 
for every positive integer s. The Ramanujan hypothesis is hereditary in this 
space of generalized signed modular forms. 
THEOREM 4. IfP(v+; d+; 1) and P(v-; d-; 1) are given spaces in which the 
Ramanujan hypothesis holds, then the bound of each Hecke operator A(r) is at 
most +I2 d(r) in the portion of .&‘(v+ , d+; v- , d-) where it is deJined. 
The tensor product construction for spaces of modular forms is related to 
a tensor product construction for spaces of square summable power series. 
Let a, b, and c be numbers such that the coefficients of the hypergeometric 
series 
F(a, b; c; x) = 1 + $ z + a@ + 1) W + 1) z2 + . . . 
2!c(c + 1) 
are all positive. The space %‘(a, b; c; z) is the set of all power series 
f(z) = a, + a,z + a2x2 + *.* 
such that 
I!C 2!c(c + 1) 
llf(zW = I a0 I2 + ab I al I2 + aca + 1j bcb + Ij 1 a2 12 + *a. < CO. 
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The elements of the space are convergent power series in the unit disk. For 
each complex number w, j w 1 < 1, the series F(a, 6; c; za) belongs to the 
space as a function of x and the identity 
holds for every element f(z) of the space. 
The space is of particular interest when b and c are equal, in which case it 
does not depend on these parameters. Note that F(a, 1; 1; z) = (1 - z)+. 
Let a = 2h where h is a positive number. If (“, “,) is a matrix of complex 
numbers such that 
then the transformation z--f (AZ + B)/(Cz + 0) takes the unit disk onto 
itself, and the transformation 
is an isometry of the space %32h, 1; 1; z) onto itself. The Lie algebra of the 
substitution group is easily computed. Let L, , L- , and D be the transforma- 
tions defined by D: f (z) -+ g(z) if f(z) and g(z) are elements of the space 
such that 
g&4 = zf ‘(4 + hf (4, 
by L-: f(z) + g(x) if f (s) and g( z are elements of the space such that ) 
&) = f ‘(49 
and by L,: f (z) +g(s) if f (z) and g( z are elements of the space such that ) 
g(z) = 2f'(z) + 2hzf(z). 
The transformation L, and L- are adjoints, and D is self-adjoint. The 
identities 
DL---L-D = -L-, 
DL,-L+D=L,, 
L-L, -L+L-= 20, 
L-L+- D2 - D = h(l- h) 
are satisfied formally. 
Assume that 2h and 2K are given positive numbers. The tensor product 
space V(2h, 1; 1; x+) @ %(2k, 1; 1; X) is the set of all power series 
f(z+ , z-) = C amnz+mZ-* 
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in the two complex variables x+ and x- such that 
=q24(2h+1).**(2h+ 
m!n! 1 a,, I2 
m - 1) (2K) (21i + 1) **a (2K + n - 1) . 
Such a series converges for z,. and z- in the unit disk. For all complex num- 
bers w+ and w-, ) w+ j < 1 and 1 w- 1 < 1, the series 
(1 - z+w,)-a, (1 - z-Q-2” 
belongs to the space, and the identity 
f(w+ 9 w-1 = (fb+ 9 x), (1 - x,q.)-“” (1 - xxq-2”) 
holds for every element f (x + , x.) of the space. If (“, “,) is a matrix of complex 
numbers such that the transformation .z + (AZ + B)/(Cx + D) takes the 
unit disk onto itself, then the transformation 
is an isometry of the tensor product space onto itself. Let L, , L- , and D 
be the transformations defined by D: f (z+ , zz-) + g(x+ , x-) if f (.z+ , z-) and 
g(s+ , z-) are elements of the space such that 
&+ 9 .x> = x+af/az+  .Qf/k + (h + k)f (z+ , x), 
by L-: f (z, , z-) -+ g(x+ ,x-1 if f (z+ , X) and g(z+ , z-) are elements of the 
space such that 
Ax+ Y X-) = aflax+ aflax-, 
and by L,: f (z+ , z-) --+g(z+ , x) if f (z+ , X) and g(z+ , z-) are elements of 
the space such that 
g(2f+ , X-J = z+2afpz+ + 2hx+ f (z+ ,X) + eafpz- + 2k f (t2+ ,4). 
The transformations L, and L- are adjoints, and D is self-adjoint. The 
identities 
DL--L-D = -L-, 
DL,-L+D=L,, 
L-L,-L+L-=2D 
are satisfied formally. The condition 
L-L+ - D2 - D: f (z+ , x-) +g(z+ , x-) 
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is formally equivalent to the equation 
g(z+ ) x) = (z+ - x)” ay/az+ ax- - 2k(z+ - z-) aflax+ 
- 2h(z- - z+) af/az- - (h + k) (h + k - l)f(z+ ) X). 
The kernel of L- consists of the elements of the space which are functions of 
z+ - z- . The function (z+ - zJ is an eigenfunction of D for the eigenvalue 
h + k + Y and an eigenfunction of L-L, - D2 - D for the eigenvalue 
-(h + k + r) (h + k + Y - 1). 
Let H2 be the transformation in @(2/z, 1; 1; z+) @ %(2k, 1; 1; z-) defined 
by H2: f(.z+ , .zJ -+ g(z+ , x-) wheneverf(x + , z-) and g(x+ , a-) are elements 
of the space such that 
g(x+ , z-> = - (x+ - z-)2 a2f/az+ a~- + 2k(x+ - 2-j afjaz+ 
+ 24x - z+) af/az- + (h + k - $)"f(z+ ,x-). 
Then H2 is self-adjoint and commutes with the transformation 
f k+ 3 Z-J --+ (cz,+ D)“& + D)2” 
for every matrix (A n c D) such that the transformation z -+ (Ax + B)/(Cx + D) 
takes the unit disk onto itself. The spectrum of H2 is discrete. Its eigenvalues 
are the numbers of the form (h + k + Y - +)2 for a non-negative integer r. 
The space of eigenfunctions corresponding to the r-th eigenvalue is the 
closed span of the functions of the form 
(x+ - x-)’ 
(1 - Z+W+)ah+r (1 - Z-W_)2”fr ’ 
where]w+]<land/w-1<1. 
For each real number 0, there exists a transformation T(0) of 
53724 1; 1; a+) @ %‘(2k, 1; I; x-) 
into itself defined by T(0): f (z+ , .z-) + g(z+ , x-) where 
&+ 9 ‘-) = & f [cos(e) + w-l sin(O)$ [cos(O) - w sin(B)12” 
w-l sin(O) z- cos(0) X- - w sin(e) z+ dw 
’ cos(e) - w sin(e) 
-. w 
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Integration is along any closed curve of finite length which winds once about 
the origin in such a way that 
cos(0) Z+ + w-l sin(O) z- 
cos(0) + w-l sin(e) 
and 
cos(8) x - w sin(O) z+ 
cos(8) - w sin(e) 
remain in the unit disk. The eigenfunctions of H2 for the eigenvalue 
(h + K + Y - &)” are the eigenfunctions of T(B) for the eigenvalue 
Cos2*-2ye)qi - 2h - r, 2Fz + Y; 1; sin2(0)). 
In other words, the identity 
T(B) = cos2k-2h(B) F(g + k - h - H, 4 + K - h + H; 1; sin”(O)) 
holds in the operational calculus for self-adjoint transformations. Since 
- 1 < cos2”-2h(B) F( 1 - 2h - r, 2K + r; 1; sin”(O)) < 1 
for all real 8, T(e) is bounded by one. By the theory of Jacobi polynomials 
[3], the integral 
2(2h + 2K + 2r - 1) Lni Cos2-(e)q1 - 2h - Y, 2K + r; 1; sin2(0)) 
x c0s2k-2h(B) F(l - 2h - S, 2R + S; 1; sin2(e)) sin(O) cos(e) de 
is equal to one when r is equal to s and is equal to zero otherwise if r and s 
are non-negative integers. It follows that, if f(z+ , a-) is in 
g(2h, 1; 1; z+) 0 V(2ti, 1; 1; x), 
then its projection g(.z+ , _ z ) into the space of eigenfunctions of Ha for the 
eigenvalue (h + K + r - $)2 is given by 
2h + 2k + 2r - 1 n/2 = 
77i s f 
cos2k-2h(8) F(l - 2h - r, 2k + r; I; sin”(O)) 
0 [cos(e) + d sin(B)]2h [cos(e) - w sin(f?)]2k 
d sin(e) Z- 
x f C?i$lj 1 u-l sin(O) 
cos(e) x - w sin(O) x+ 
’ cos(e) - w sin(O) 1 
x sin(O) cos(e) g de. 
It is tempting to apply an analogous decomposition to the 
space A’(v+ , d,; v- , d-) of Theorem 4 when the Ramanujan hypothesis is 
known to hold in B(v+; d+; 1) and B(r; d-; 1). The transformation of 
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J=uv+ 9 d+; V- , d-) into 9( 1 + v+ + v-; 1) defined by F(z+ , x-) +F(z, Z) 
commutes with the Hecke operators. Since the Hecke operator n(r) has the 
bound r1i2d(r) in the domain of the transformation, it is natural to conjecture 
that it has the same bound in its range. If the conjecture is true, then the 
Ramanujan hypothesis follows in the space 9(v; d; 1) for every non-negative 
integer v. 
The proof depends on a computation [l] of the dimension of the space 
P(v; 1). Assume that 1 + v - p is of the form 4or + 6/3 with 01 equal to zero, 
one, or two and with /3 equal to zero or one. There exists no non-zero modular 
form of order Y and signature t.~ which has finite Petersson norm when p is not 
positive. When p is positive, the dimension of the space of such forms is equal 
to one more than the greatest integer which is less than p/12. It follows that 
the space .Y(v; 1) contains no non-zero element when v is a negative integer 
and that the space 8(0; 1) is one-dimensional. The spaces g(v; 1) and 
8(1 + v; 1) have the same dimension when v is even. When v is odd and 
positive, the dimension of 9( 1 + v; 1) is at most one more than the dimension 
of Y(v; 1). 
The coefficients of the basic element of 9(0; 1) are computable. If 
T(Z) = exp(7&/12) fi [l - exp(27rinz)], 
n=1 
am = ‘f r(n) exp(Gzx/6) 
Tl=l 
is a modular form of order zero and signature one which has finite Petersson 
norm. Since 
T(Z) = y (-1)” exp[(6n + I)” 7riz/l2], 
-02 
r(n) is equal to the sum of (- l)b taken over the pairs of integers a and 6, 
a - b odd, a + 1 and b divisible by three, such that n = a2 + b2. The 
Ramanujan hypothesis follows in 9(0; 1). 
An inductive use of the conjecture will now prove the Ramanujan hypo- 
thesis in 9(v; 1) for every positive integer v. Assume that the Ramanujan 
hypothesis holds in 9(v; 1). If v is even, the Ramanujan hypothesis follows 
immediately in 9’(1 + v; 1) since multiplication by q2(z) takens B(v; 1) onto 
B(1 + v; 1). B u t, ‘f 1 v is odd, multiplication by ~~(2) may take P(v; 1) onto a 
subspace of deficiency one in B(1 + v; 1). In this case the elements of 
8(1 + V; 1) which have signature one and are in the range of multiplication 
by ~~(2) have leading Fourier coefficient equal to zero. So the range of multi- 
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plication by ~~(2) generates 8(1 + V; 1) under the action of the Hecke 
operators. The Ramanujan hypothesis again follows in .9(1 + V; 1). 
The proof of the conjecture would require estimates of modular forms. 
The remainder of the paper is devoted to an estimation theory. 
An estimate of products of modular forms is obtained using the theory [3] 
of the space ZFJa, b; z). Let x be a given character modular r, let Q(r) be a 
fundamental region for r(r), and let a and 6 be numbers, a > 1 and b > 1, 
such that a - b is an integer of the same parity as x. Define 
x(D) w W) 
L(w’ ‘) = ’ (iD@ + iCzti - iB - iAz)a (iA,%? + iB - iC.%w - iDw)b ’ 
where summation is over all elements (“, “,) of r(r). Then there exists a 
unique Hilbert space FX(a, 6; z) of functions defined in the upper half-plane 
such that L(w, z) belongs to the space as a function of x when w is in the 
upper half-plane and such that the identity F(w) = (F(z), L(w, z)) holds 
for every element F(z) of the space. A necessary and sufficient condition that 
a function belong to the space is that it be of the formF(z, g) for an analytic 
function F(z+ , ,z-) of two complex variables x+ and .z- defined for y+ >0 
and y- <O, such that the identity 
F(x+ ) x-) = x(D) 
Az++B AxfB 
(Cx, + 0)” (Cx- + D)b F (CL+ + D ’ Cz- + D 
holds for every element ($ “,) of F(Y) and such that 
ss 11 y_<. sa(r) 1 F(z+ , xJ2 (i.T+ - iz+~-2 (ix - iZ-)b-2 dx, dy, dx- dy- < co. 
In this case the integral is equal to 
,‘r(a - 1) F(b - 1) Ij F(z, %)/12. 
THEOREM 5. If x is the principal character modulo Y, and if F(x) is an 
automorphic form of order v and signature TV with respect o r(r) which has$nite 
Petersson orm, then (is - iz)+ 1 F(.z)12 belongs to STx(c + 1 + V, c + 1 + V; z) 
when c > 1. 
An isometry is taken from previous work on eigenfunction expansions [5]. 
The notation t(s) is used for the Euler zeta function, defined by 
1-s+2-s+3-s+~~*whenRes>1. 
THEOREM 6. Let r be a positive integer, let v be a non-negative integer, and 
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let Sz be a fundamental region for r(r). Let Q(z) be a measurable function of z 
in the upper half-plane such that 
D(x) = (Cx + D)” @ ($$) 
for every element (“, “,) of r(r), such that 
l 
1 bi(~))~y+~ dx dy < co, 
R 
and such that 
JIj 
Q(z) y-2 dx dy = 0 
D 
if Y is zero. Then the inequality 
jm 1 j’ c&z - t) dt I2 y-“-” dy < 2 jjo 1 @@)I2 y-r-2 dx dy 
0 0 
is satisfied. Assume that r is one. If equality holds, the identity 
imjol @(z - t) dt j’ F(.z - 
0 
t) dt y-“-” dy = 2 jjo Q(z) F(z) y--y--a dx dy 
holds for every measurable function U(z) of x in the upper half-plane such that 
Y(x) = (Cz + D>” ?I’ (a) 
for every element (“, “,) of the modular group, such that 
and such that 
ss 
1 ‘1+)12 Y-“-~ dx dy < 00, 
52 
JJ 
Y(z) y-2 dx dy = 0 
s2 
rf v is zero. Equality holds if the identity holds whenever 
0 = j’Y-‘(x - t) dt. 
0 
A necessary and suficient condition for equality is that the representation 
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hold with summation over all pairs of relatively prime integers C and D. Let 
h(y) be a measurable function of y > 0 such that 
I m / h(y)12y-Y-2 dy < co. 0 
A necessary and sujGnt condition that it be of the form 
h(y) = i1 @(z - t) dt 
0 
for some such function Q(z) is that 
n-*+i”P(h - iz) [(l - 2iz) Irn h(t) t-h--l-i2 dt 
0 
be an even function of real z. 
An estimate of Fourier coefficients of modular forms follows. 
THEOREM 7. IfF( ) z is an automorphic form of order v and signature p with 
respect to P(r) which hasJinite Petersson norm, then 
where 
F(z) = f (m/3)+s f (n) exp(knx/6) 
a=1 
121JFlj2 - x-l 1 1 f(n)~210g(12x/n) 
?Z<lZZ 
is a square integrable function of x > 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By the Krein-Milman convexity theorem, it is 
sufficient to give a proof in the case that v is a character. The identity 
v(m) = p)(r) p)(n) then holds when r and n are relatively prime. The param- 
eter function # satisfies the same identity 4(m) = #(r) #(n) when r and n 
are relatively prime. If p is a prime, there exists a corresponding real number 
0 such that the identity 
sin(O) I = sin(n8 + e) 
holds for every non-negative integer n. The parameter function 1+4 satisfies 
the identity 
(1 + p) p+ sin(O) #(pn) = p sin(n0 + e) - sin@ - e) 
for every non-negative integer n. The desired properties of the function are 
easily verified. 
409/4512-5 
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Proof of Theorem 2. The problem is to show that 
p112 sin(nol + a) - p-l12 sin(nol - a) p112 sin(n/3 + /3) - p-l12 sin(np - /3) 
P n/2 sin(a) pni2 sin@) 
2 =- 
s 
m JP/~ sin(n8 + 0) -- p-lj2 sin(n0 - 0) 
T 0 pn12 sin(e) 
f (4 dot 
where 
[PI/2 + p-l/2 - 2 cos(a - p + O)] [plP + p-112 - 2 cos(a - p - e)] 
x [p1/2 + p+ - 2 cos(a + /3 + e)] 
x [p112 + p-l/2 - 2 cos(a + j3 - e)] f(d) 
= (p112 - pd2) [p + p-l - 2 cos(2ol)] [p + p-l - 2 cos(2/3)] sin2(8). 
Note that the identity 
4 C sin(a - 2ko1) sin@ - 2&I) 
0<2k+ 
= sin[(a - b) + (a - /3)]/sin(a - /I) 
- sin[(a + 4 + (a + S)l/sin(a + B) 
- sin[(a - b) - (n + 1) (a - P)]/sin(a - p) 
+ sin[(a + b) - (n + 1) (a + B)l/sin(a +B) 
holds when n is even, and that the identity 
4 C sin(a - 2koi) sin(b - 2/z/3) 
0<2k<n 
= sin[(a - b) + (CX - /?)]/sin(a - /3) 
- sin[(a + b) + (a + B)l/sin(~ + P) 
- sin[(u - b) - n(a - /3)]/sin(a - /3) 
+ sin[(a + b) - n(a + P)l/sin(a + B) 
holds when n is odd. By summation and Fourier inversion, the problem 
reduces to showing that 
4p sin(a) sin(fi)f(O)/sin(O) 
= [p” cos(a - /3) - 2p cos(a + fi) + cos(a - /3)]/sin(a: - /3) 
X 5 p-nl2 sin(nol - n/3) sin(n0) 
- [pi cos(a + /3) - 2p cos(01 - p) + cos(a + fl)]/sin(a: + /3) 
X 5 p-n’2 sin(nol + nfi) sin(&) 
?I=1 
+ (p” - 1) 2 p-n/2 cos(nol - $3) sin(&) 
n=1 
+ (p” - 1) =$ p-n’2 cos(na + n/l) sin(n8). 
n-1 
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The desired expression for f(6) follows using the identities 
[pl’2 + p-l’2 - 2 cos(y + e)] [pl’2 + p-l’2 - 2 cos(y - e)] 
X f p-n/2 cos(ny) sin(&) 
n-1 
and 
= (p112 + p-lj2) COD sin(O) - sin(20) 
[P1’2 -I p-1/2 - 2 cos(y + e)] [p/2 + p-112 - 2 cos(y - e)] 
x f p-n’2 sin(nr) sin(&) 
n-1 
= (p1j2 - p-lj2) sin(r) sin(O). 
Proof of Theorem 3. By the Krein-Milman convexity theorem, it is 
sufficient to give a proof in the case that v+. and q- are characters. In this 
case the theorem is proved by showing that 9 is a limit of convex combinations 
of characters. The desired expression for 4p follows from Theorem 2 using 
the description of the parameter functions given in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let F(z) be a given element of 8(v+; d+; 1) of signa- 
ture p+ and norm one, let G(x) be a given element of B(v-; d-; 1) of signature 
p- and norm one, and let H(z + , a-) =F(x+) G(X) be the correponding 
element of A(v+ , d+; v- , d-). Let d be the greatest common divisor of 
p+ + pL- and twelve. Let A(H) be the smallest vector subspace of 
A(v+ ,4; v- , d.J which contains H(zz + , a-) and which is invariant under 
the Hecke operators d(r) with r relatively prime to 12/d. The theorem is 
proved by showing that the bound of each such operator d(r) is at most 
r1/2d(r) in A(H). 
Define a function v+(r) of positive integral r so that the identity 
r1/2v+(r) = (d(r)F, F) 
holds in B(v+; d+; 1) w h en r is relatively prime to 12/d+ . If r is a positive 
integer which is relatively prime to every positive integer which is relatively 
prime to 12/d+ , define +/f+(r) to be one when r is a perfect square and zero 
otherwise. Define v+(m) = v+(r) v+( n w ) h en Y is relatively prime to 12/d+ 
and n is relatively prime to every positive integer which is relatively prime to 
12/d+ . Since the Ramanujan hypothesis is assumed in B(v+; d+; l), v+ is 
positive-definite with respect to the Hecke algebra. Note that the integral 
2p n sin(n8 + e) (p + p-l) sin2(8) d0 - 
f r 0 sin(B) p2 $-p-a - 2 c0ge) 
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is equal to p-“J2 when n is an even positive integer and is equal to zero when 
n is an odd positive integer. 
Define a function v-(r) of positive integral r by the same formulas with 
F(x) replaced by G(z) and the subscript plus replaced by a subscript minus. 
Since the Ramanujan hypothesis is assumed in B(v-; d-; l), q- is positive- 
definite with respect to the Hecke algebra. Let #+ and #- be the parameter 
functions corresponding to v+ and q- . By Theorem 3, there exists a positive- 
definite function 9 with parameter function J,!J which is the product of #+ 
and $- . Some inner product identities are used in relating this product to the 
tensor product construction. 
Note that the identity 
4+(y) = @+(r) WY, F) 
holds in Y(v+; d+; 1) for every positive integer Y which is relatively prime to 
12/d+ . The action of p(r) W”+(Y) n(r) on F(z) is 
where the inner sum is taken over the integers h modulo r such that the 
greatest common divisor of r/k, k, and h is equal to one. The action of the 
modular group as a group of isometries in P(v +; d+; Y, r) implies that F(z) 
has the same inner product with each of the functions appearing in the sum. 
It follows that the identity 
/1+v+) 3/+(y) 
#+b) = (“@h kl+v+W2d+(k) F ( ‘“:kk+ ’ )) 
holds in .Y(v+; d+; , r r) for every positive integer Y, every divisor k of Y, and 
every integer h divisible by 12/d+ such that the greatest common divisor of 
r/k, k, and h is equal to one. The above argument applies only when Y is 
relatively prime to 12/d+ , but the identity is true trivially otherwise because 
each side is zero. For thenF(rx/k2 + k/k) is an automorphic form with respect 
to r(r, r) for a signature which is not extendable to the modular group. 
A similar argument will show that the identity 
y(l+“-) /2Wd-(r) 
+-k) = ( G(zh kl+y+,““+) G ( “‘kk+ ’ )) 
holds in B(e; d-; Y, r) for every positive integer r, every divisor k of Y, and 
every integer h divisible by 12/d- such that the greatest common divisor 
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of r/k, k, and h is equal to one. By the definition of the norm in the tensor 
product space, the identity 
holds in B(v+; d+; r, r) @P(v-; d-; Y, r) for every positive integer r, every 
divisor k of Y, and each integer h divisible by 12/d such that the greatest 
common divisor of r/k, k, and h is equal to one. It follows that the identity 
+/t(r) = (d(r) H, H) 
holds in &‘(v+ , d+; vu_ , d-) whenever r is relatively prime to 12/d. There 
exists a unique isometric transformation of d(H) into g’(q) such that 
fP+, - z ) maps into 9 and such that the action of d(r) in Ji’(H) corresponds 
to convolution by r1/26, in g(v). Since the bound of convolution by 6, in 
B?(T) is at most d(r), the bound of d( ) r is at most +d(r) in &if(H) whenever r 
is relatively prime to 12/d. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let Q(r) be a fundamental region for r(r). The 
function H(x+ , a-) = (k- - ;a+)-cF(z+)F(%) is analytic for s+ in the 
upper half-plane and a- in the lower half-plane. The identity 
H(x+ , z-) = 
(Cz, + D)~+““:cz- + D)l+“-c H 
Az++B AX+B 
( Cz, -j- D ’ Cx- + D ) 
holds for every element (“, “,) of r(r). And H(z, Z) = (~2 - k)-c 1 F(z)j2. The 
theorem follows once it is shown that the integral 
1 H(a+ , z-)1” (G+ - iz+)e++l (iz- - i~-)c+~-~ dx+ dy, dx- dy 
is finite. The integral converges because it can be written 
ss s R(r) i?(r) JP+ > x-1 IJb+)12 I F(412 
x (is+ - iz+)y--l (ix - zX)Y-~ dx, dy, dx- dy- 
where 
qz+ > x-1 = c (z-,5& - i.z+>” (ix - G-) 1 Ax, + B - Cz+z- - Dx- 12’ 
with summation over all elements (“, “,) of F’(r). 
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Proof of Theorem 6. The proof depends on adjoint relations used in the 
proof of the analogous Theorem 3 of [4]. Consider first the case in which v 
is positive. Let h(y) be a measurable function of y > 0, which vanishes for 
small y, such that y-llzvh(y) is b ounded. Consider s: @(z - t) dt, where 
@c4 = h(Y) + c (ymz + nY’ h ( , ,,“’ n ,2) 
with summation over all positive integers m and all integers n which are 
relatively prime to rm. Since only a finite number of terms are non-zero, 
j’ @(z - t) dt = h(y) + y?h j-m k(t) h(y-9-l) dt, 
0 0 
where 
cp(m) (in2 + l/t - 
h(t) = c - 
YW)v + (irn - dt - r2122) 
rn. 21/t - r2n2 
with summation over all positive integers 71 such that r2n2 < t. When 
Re(--iw) > 0, 
I 
“(i+vq+(i-dt)” 
(1 + t)-h+iw dt = 6 
F(- iw) r(h + iw) 
0 22/t P(h - iw) I’(+ + iw) ’ 
When Re(--iw) > +, 
g1 fp(m) n--1+2*w = 5(- 2iw)/5(1 - 2iw) q@)/$ (1 - p-r+srw). 
It follows that 
s m h(t) t--h+iw & = 0 
when Re(--iw) > 4. The integral is an analytic function of w in the upper 
half-plane when v is positive. Since it is continuous in the closed half-plane, 
it is bounded by one on the real axis, and is of bounded type and of non- 
positive mean type in the upper half-plane, it is bounded by one in the upper 
half-plane. Since h(y) vanishes for small y, the integral 
mh(y)y-h-l+iw dy 
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is absolutely convergent for ea in the upper half-plane, it represents a function 
which is analytic and of bounded type in the half-plane, it converges in a 
mean square sense on the real axis, and 
I+m j fm h(y) y+- dy 1’ du = 27~ Iorn 1 h(y)/z y-“-” dy. 
--m 0 
It follows that the integral 
m m 
ss k(t) h(y-9-l) dt yh-l--iw dy 0 0 
is absolutely convergent for w in the upper half-plane, that it represents a 
function which is analytic and of bounded type in the upper half-plane, that it 
converges in a mean square sense on the real axis, and that 
1’” ) Smlrn K(t) h(y-9-l) dty-a-l-iu dy I2 du 
--m 0 0 
< I+” j j-r h(y)~-~-- dy I2 du. 
--m 0 
So the function 
y2h jam k(t) h(y-9-l) dt 
vanishes for large y and 
jom ly2” Jbm K(t) h(y-lt-‘) dt j2 dy < lrn 1 i~(y)j~y-“-~ dy. 
0 
It follows that 
Irn ( s’ @(x - t) dt /2y-“-2 dy < 4 j-a 1 h(y)/2y+ dy. 
0 0 0 
Since 
ss, 1 @(~)l~y-“-~ dx dy = j-oms,l @(z - t) dt t;(y)y-y-2 dy, 
it follows that 
ss, 1 ~D(.z)I”~-“-~ dx dy G 2 iom I l~(y)j~y-“-~ dy. 
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The inequality holds by continuity for every measurable function h(y) of 
y > 0 such that the integral on the right is finite. In this case the sum defining 
CD(Z) is taken in a mean square sense. The inequality given in the statement 
of the theorem now follows by adjoint relations. The cases of equality which 
hold when r is one are obtained by a straightforward application of the same 
Mellin transform relations. The theorem is proved by a similar argument 
when v is zero. In this case, 
s io h(t) t--h+iw at 0 
has a simple pole at w = -& and the test functions h(y) are chosen so that 
s Oc h(y) y-” dy = 0. 0 
This condition implies that 
SJ’ O(x) y-z dx dy = 0. R 
Proof of Theorem 7. Let c be a given number, c > 1, let x be the principal 
character modulo Y, and let Q be a fundamental region for r(r). As in the 
proof of Theorem 1 of [4], let SP be the Hilbert space of (equivalence classes 
of) measurable functions f (z), defined in the upper half-plane, such that the 
identity 
1 
f (‘) = ) Cx + D /2+2v+2c 
holds for every element (“, “,) of T(Y) and such that 
I~f(.z)jl” = ss, 1 f (x)j” (i% - iz~)~“+~~ dx dy < 00. 
Let H2 be the self-adjoint transformation in the space defined by 
H2: f (z) -g(z) whenever f(z) and g( z are elements of the space such that ) 
g(Z)=(x-z)2a2fl&&-(1+V+c)(n--z)af/an 
- (1 + v + c) (z - z) afiaz - (v + c + 3)” f(z). 
For each number w in the upper half-plane, let L(w, z) be the unique element 
of Px(l + v + c, 1 + v + c; z) such that f(w) = ( f(z), L(w, z)} for every 
element f (z) of the space. By the proof of Theorem 15 of [4], 
r(v + c + + - iH) r(v + c + i + iH): f (z) -g(x), 
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where 
q(w) = j-j-J(z) E(w, z) (ii? - i~)~“+~~ dx dy 
when w is in the upper half-plane. The transformation / r(v + c + 4 - iH)I 
takes .X onto .Ex( 1 + Y + c, 1 + v + c; x). If the transformation takes f(x) 
into g(z), then the norm of g(z) in 9.(1 + v + c, 1 + v + c; z) is given by 
T 11 g(z# = /J], 1 f(z)12 (6 - i~)~“+~~ dx dy. 
By Theorem 6, 
f(Y) = r(l + v) IIF II2 y-l - 6 y” I F(x + iy)12 dx 
is a square integrable function of y > 0 and 
is a square integrable function of real t. This result is used with c = 2. Let 
Since 
g(y) = 12 llFll2y-l- c If(n)12 log(l2y-in-l). 
nlJ<l2 
s ’ yv I F(x + &>I2 dx = f If(n (myi3)Y exp(- 77-nr/3>, 0 ?Z=l 
g(y) is a square integrable function of y > 0 and 
- (4Ty-it lornj( y) y- v--it dy = (4 - it)2 F(v + g - it) 6 g(t) y-1’2-it dy 
for almost all real t. The theorem follows. 
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